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Teaching notes 

Questions for learning and 
discussion topics 
Mary Whitehouse 

Use these questions either in class or for individual work after students have read the articles in the 
magazine. 

Cosmic microwaves 
1 The successive systems for collecting data from the cosmic microwave background radiation 
(CMBR) have become more accurate and more precise. Use the images shown in Figure 3 to explain 
the terms accuracy and precision. 

2 Why was the discovery of CMBR by Penzias and Wilson crucial for the theoretical physicists 
working on theories of the origin of the universe?  

BICEP2: looking back in time 
1 Use the idea of polarisation to explain why radio receiver aerials, such as those used for 
television, must be oriented in a particular direction to receive the best signal. 

2 The author states that the whole community needs to study the team’s results. Why is this an 
important stage in the process of developing new science explanations? 

Physics on a tightrope 
1 Look at Box 1. Explain why carrying a person on your shoulders makes you lean forwards. 

2 Read Boxes 4 and 5. Angular momentum is conserved, just as linear momentum is 
conserved. Use this idea to explain why an ice skater who is spinning with her arms out will spin faster 
as she draws her arms in. 

Seeing the light  
1 What evidence would you use to convince someone that we see because objects scatter light. 
which then enters our eye, rather than the eye emitting ‘visual rays’? 

2 Using both the particle model and the wave model of light, explain how a digital image of a 
diffraction pattern is obtained. Comment on why you need to use both models. 
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Diffraction of X-rays 
1 Figure 1 shows the diffraction pattern of a copper sulfate crystal; Figure 4a on page 23 is a 
diffraction pattern for a single slit. Explain why the copper sulfate pattern is in two dimensions but the 
single-slit pattern is in one dimension. 

2 Use the description of the work of Fizeau and von Laue to show how scientific discoveries and 
new scientific explanations involve more than just collecting data.  

Digging the dirt with diffraction 
1 Figures 4a and 4b are two ways of representing the diffraction pattern for red light passing 
through a single slit. Sketch the intensity/angle graph and what you would see on a screen for a 
monochromatic blue light passing through the same slit. 

2 Suggest why finding ways to decontaminate soil has become an important research activity. 

This resource is part of PHYSICS REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by subject 
experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to www.hoddereducation.co.uk/physicsreview 


